
MINIMAL. BE AUTIFUL. ELEMENTAL.



Workstation or 
work-of-art.
The C9 Desk reflects a Scandinavian 
aesthetic blending functionality with 
a quiet, understated beauty. Expertly 
engineered, the slender steel frame
supports four powered legs capable 
of lifting pendant storage and privacy
screens in flow with the user. Also 
available in fixed height.
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With slender steel legs, an engineered steel and aluminum frame, and optional 
pendant storage, it's easy to see that C9 embodies purposeful and minimal design. 
Available privacy and modesty screens make your space feel even more personal 
in an open floor plan or the private office. The flush surface-mounted switch and 
discreet motors put the finishing touches on this gallery-worthy piece.



Fixed-Height

29.5"

36"

42"

Adjustable-Height

43"

27"

Screen Options



Trolley The C9 Trolley is more than just a home to files and gear. The steel work 
tray lifts up and out to become a side table, desk extension, or even a 
work surface for impromptu meetings on the go.

Trolley may also be used as collaborative seating with laptops for 
when teams pull together. This open-ended use brings mobile storage 
out from under the desk and into the open plan.



Cart & 
Garage

The mobile cart stows neatly inside its 
own garage to lock away personal files 
and gear, but apart each piece provides 
added benefits.

The cart features adjustable shelves, file 
storage, and a dual coat hook. And the cart 
functions as an agile space buffer during the 
day. The garage is a static side companion to 
the desk providing space division and privacy 
in the open plan. With slotted steel toppers, 
line of sight privacy is increased. Add-on work 
tools help to organize paper and pens.



Boundless by design.
The C9 Meeting Tables work across the office without boundaries. 
Fusing function and beauty, the slender profile fits neatly into the 
modern aesthetic of today's working spaces. Wherever teams gather, 
the fixed-height tables can handle seated, counter, and bar height 
worklife with plenty of power options.



Meeting Tables

17"
21"

29.5"

36"

42"

Occasional Tables

A perforated steel cable tower shrouds wires and an optional 
monitor mount brings the talking heads to the table. 



Expansive runs.
When you need to create long table runs for 
touchdown stations, work bars or conferencing, the 
C9 meeting table is available in lengths up to 24 feet. 



Morten is inspired by functionality 
and playfulness, attributes that 
permeate each process of design 
and underpin a holistic, innovative 
approach. He is constantly thinking 
of new ways to improve products 
and breathe life into unconventional 
ideas. Morten’s work has a broad 
range - from bicycles to lamps, 
furniture to industrial design.

Morten Nikolajsen
MOHONI STUDIO, SVENDBORG, DENMARK

Cable Tower
D:  4, 5, 7
W: 7, 12
H:  29.5, 36, 42

Cable Channel
H:  29.5, 36, 42

D:  36, 42, 48, 54, 60
W:  216, 240, 264, 288
H:  29.5

Rectangle, Three-piece

Monitor 
Mount

Round
DIA:  30 - 60
H:  17, 21, 29.5, 36, 42

D:  30 - 60
W:  30 - 60
H:  17, 21, 29.5, 36, 42

Square

D:  24, 30, 60
W:  35 - 96
H:  17, 21, 29.5, 36, 42

Rectangle, One-piece
Rectangle, Two-piece
D:  24 - 60
W:  108 - 192
H:  29.5, 36, 42

Meeting Table

Garage 
& Cart
D:  30
W: 15
H:  42

Garage Topper
D:  30
W: 15
H:  4, 10

Paper 
Tray

Tech 
Stand

Pencil 
Cup

C9 ToolsTrolley
D:  30
W: 15
H:  20

Storage

D:  24, 30
W:  48 - 72 
H:  29, 36, 42

Fixed-HeightAdjustable-Height 
D:  24, 30
W:  48 - 72 
HR:  27 - 43

D:  18 
W:  8, 15
H:  4, 11, 15, 22

Pendant Storage

Desk Screen
W:  24 - 72
H:  24, 32
HA:  17, 23

Desk Corner Screen
W:  48 - 72 
H: 24, 30
HA:  17, 23

Desk

"I always strive towards bold 
design solutions and products 
that make an impact and make 
difference."



26246 Twelve Trees Lane NW, Poulsbo, WA 98370
t. 360.394.1300   watsonfurniture.com


